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When the University of Missouri [Columbia] Law School Foundation was established as a pro forma corporation on April 17, 1928, its stated purpose was as follows: "The corporation is formed for the purpose of promoting and furthering legal education in the State of Missouri. It proposes to accomplish its objects by establishing an endowment and foundation for promoting the interest and welfare of the School of Law of the University of Missouri [Columbia], and for aiding and extending the work and activities of said School of Law."

Law School Foundation support of the Dean and Faculty of Law has been of significant help in certain areas where public funds have been unavailable or inadequate. The following are some of the Foundation's programs.

David Ross Hardy Memorial Trust. After the death in 1976 of Mr. Hardy ('39) of the Kansas City bar, his law firm of Shook, Hardy & Bacon, other lawyers, members of his family, and friends made and are currently making memorial gifts to an endowed scholarship established in his name. The income is awarded annually to a student who has completed at least one year of law study. Selection is made on the basis of need, legal scholarship, good moral character and leadership.

University of Missouri Law School Foundation Scholarships. In addition to the Law School Foundation endowed scholarships and law firm scholarships, each year the Foundation provides funds for approximately 15 scholarships averaging $300 each. The maximum amount for an individual scholarship is $540, and awards are made to entering, as well as second- and third-year students. The Law School Foundation also provides substantial additional funds to assist disadvantaged students.

Law Firm Scholarships. A number of law firms and individual lawyers make annual contributions to the Law School Foundation for scholarship purposes, each contribution being sufficient to provide at least one individual scholarship.

Faculty Summer Fellowships. For some years the Foundation has authorized summer faculty fellowships. Several are awarded in the typical summer. The faculty member receiving a fellowship usually engages in legal research or production of law review articles, books, legislation, or other contributions to legal scholarship.

In subsequent issues of the Missouri Law Review other Law School Foundation programs will be described.
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University of Missouri—Columbia
Columbia, Mo. 65201